
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
   

 

Aaron Douglas: Art, Race & The 
Harlem Renaissance  by Amy Helene 
Kirschke 

 
When we meet Douglas in the first chapters of 
Kirschke’s biographical account, we see that his 
youthful energy, ambition, and natural talent 
combined to create one of the leading artists of 
the early 20th century. His rise to artistic 
prominence is set against the background of the 
socially explosive Harlem Renaissance. The 
Renaissance (1910-1939) brought together 
thinkers, writers, artists, and musicians, who 
communicated powerful political aspirations and 
rhetoric. The Renaissance is a response to 
decades of subjugation and racial intolerance, 

with African American leaders seeking to alter the cultural discourse on race for the 
better. 

 
During this exciting but tumultous era, Douglas obtains a traditional visual arts 
education and works hard at various jobs, to support himself while learning. We see 
him making a concerted effort to put himself in the path of those movers and shakers 
that shaped the Harlem Renaissance with eloquence and determination. Through his 
eyes, we meet giants of 20th century prose, poetry, and artistic advocacy, like W.E.B. 
DuBois, Langston Hughes, and Alain Locke.  
 
Douglas’ literary portrait is rich with detail, as Kirschke includes large portions of his 
letters to his lifelong love, Alta. Most importantly, Kirschke includes in-depth historical 
analysis, discussing the controversey of white patronage, the blossoming of civil rights 
work, and the American birth of black art by black artists. Through her writing, we see 
Douglas’ seminal work in context, at the very beginning of a new era in art history. 

 
Aaron Douglas, Self Portrait. Image courtesy of Black History Now.  
 



 
Discussion questions 
 

1. How did you like the book itself? Writing style? Pace? Historical context? 
 

2. Let’s discuss the influence of Cubism, geometric voids, and Schrenschnitt in Douglas’ 
work. Why do you think these styles appealed to Douglas? How did they serve the 
subjects of his work at the time? Now? 
 

3. What illustration did you find the most powerful? 
 

4. Douglas’ artistic efforts were especially criticized when his works made the covers of 
books and magazines. Why do you think some black leaders of the time had difficulty 
supporting his art?   
 

5. Talk about specific passages that struck you as significant—interesting, profound, 
amusing, illuminating, disturbing, sad...? What was memorable in Douglas’ life? 
 

6. With deference to this artist’s biography, taken in historical context, and with an eye to 
current events, what do you think the implications are for black art of the future?  
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